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Bentlon stays innovative!
With pride we present you the new Bentlon
brochure which shows all new innovations
and high quality products within the Bentlon
assortment.

Ramon Spitters
President Dancohr Corporation BV
Business Development Manager

Bentlon products are developed and produced by Dancohr Corporation BV in Weert,
the Netherlands. With 40 years of experience
in the branch and an own R&D department,
Bentlon is a true statement in the beauty,
podiatry and wellness market. Mr. Ramon
Spitters is the second generation of the
Spitters family that leads the general
management since 2012. He is also the
driving force behind all new Bentlon
innovations. As a family business by origin,
personal contact with customers in the
Netherlands and abroad is greatly valued.

For detailed product information, you can also
browse the website on www.bentlon.com
or find a local Bentlon distributor for
personal advice. The possibility exists that
not all Bentlon products in this brochure are
available in your country. Please contact your
local distributor for more information.
To contact us directly you can mail to
info@dancohr.com or call +31 495 434 612.
We hope you find great pleasure and inspiration going through this new edition.
Kind regards,
Dancohr Corporation.

www.bentlon.com
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Functionality and user friendliness combined
with a trendy design are leading for Bentlon
furnishing and equipment. These aspects are
the main criteria in a development project
in which our customers take a central place.
Bentlon strives to introduce new standards
in the market which enhance your work
experience, increase the ease of use and
therefore improve your working position.
Results are the patented 3-dimensional head
rest, massage head rest, step-out assist and
Lower Arm Support.
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Excellent quality by experience

The high quality of Bentlon can be guaranteed
OP Ffully
by
the
AB computerized production
TY MANUFAprocesNTIE
RI
C
AN quality control.
RAses with robots
and constant
ARAquality
Each product undergoes at least
AR G20
NT
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I
2 process which
checks during the production
is also visible in the detailed and secured
finish. Because of this, Dancohr gives 2 years
general warranty and even 5 years on production errors.
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S
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A

Quality and warranty

R
TU

A lot of research is executed before developing
a new Bentlon chair. All new developments are
carefully tuned to market trends and market
needs. This is a must for Bentlon. Interesting
suggestions from the market are always taken
in serious consider-ation when starting new
projects. Our R&D department works closely
together with experts in different fields of
practice such as our customer beauticians,
podiatrists, physical therapists and others.

E

Tuned to the market

Bentlon treatment chairs are available in
many different models with different features
to ensure the right chair is available for
anyone. From entry-level models with partly
electric control to very advanced models with
all kinds of characteristics that make your
work easier. In terms of changing position
of the chair, Bentlon offers great ease of use.
Height, back, leg, and tilting position can be
adjusted with all chairs, either electrical with
2, 3 or 4 actuators or with a pull-over ride.
Standard models of the treatment chairs are
often extendable with extra options such as
a foot control, wheels, other head rests and
37 colors upholstery. The Bentlon assortment
offers a solution for everyone!

UTEN
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EK

Well-balanced product collection

AN

10 reasons for a Bentlon choice
1. Quality

5. For specialists, by specialists

9. Worldwide distribution

With 40 years of experiences in the branch
Bentlon is the benchmark for quality.

During each development project input and
know-how is gathered from industry experts.
Whether it is a customer beautician or a
podiatrists of art designer, Bentlon works
closely together to reach the best outcome
and develop products that meet our clients
needs.

Bentlon is constantly focused on growing
brand awareness worldwide. Currently the
Bentlon products are exported to over 60
countries across the globe..

2. Complete assortment
Bentlon offers a complete assortment for
beauty, wellness and podiatry

3. Dutch production
The production process takes places at the
local factory facilities in the Netherlands. It
is fully computerized with constant quality
checks to ensure Bentlon quality.

4. ISO certified
All internal labour processes are executed and
auditted according to Europeans standards.

6. Innovative

10. Excellent support
Bentlon offers a total concept including
extensive coaching, training and support.

Bentlon is market leader with high quality,
trendy products. A lot of time and effort
is invested in the development of annual
product introductions.

7. Patents
Several Bentlon Innovations are patented,
such as the Lower Arm support, the unique
Step Out Assist and the 3 Dimensional Head
read for the beauty treatment chairs.

8. Quick Return on investment

IS

O 13485

Quick return on investment because of good
price quality ratio. After gaining back the
investment of a Bentlon Specials beauty
device, the device will stay a profitable device
for your salon!

www.bentlon.com
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Beauty

Ref. 60006.100

...without compromising Bentlon quality!
• Functional design at entry-level pricing
• Optimal ease of use because of 2 actuators
• High working position
• Lifting capacity of 200 kg
• Innovative one touch treatment positions
• Ergonomic high quality upholstery

8

The Bentlon Bronze treatment
chairs are equipped with 2 actuators which make it possible to
electrically adjust the height and tilting
function of the chair to set it to the desired
position. It is also possible to put the chair
in massage position electrically. The back rest
adjustment is easy to operate by means of a
gas compression spring. This combination of
adjustment possibilities offers the specialist
exceptional ease of use.

The treatment position of the
Bentlon Bronze ensures a comfortable seated position for the client at
all times. Thanks to the narrow back rest, the
chair has a slender appearance, which makes
the salon or consultation space appear more
spacious. In addition, the arm supports can
fold up completely, which makes it easy for
the client to step into and out of the chair
from the side.

Clients can step into and out of the
chair easily by using the unique,
patented electric step-in and out
seat assist. This step-in and out seat assist
lowers the chair, tilts the seat forward and
rotates the leg and foot support inward.
The chair follows and supports the client’s
movement as they step in or out. The chair
also features robust construction which
significantly increases the lifting and tilting
power.

To give the Bentlon Bronze chairs a luxurious
appearance, Bentlon has selected high-quality
imitation leather with a calfskin grain and a
subtle matte-lustre finish. The upholstery
is very easy to clean and is resistant to
disinfectants. The abrasion- and tear-resistant
upholstery ensures a longer service life.

Extra-low step-out seat assist
The extra-low step-out seat assist makes it
even easier to step into and out of the chair.
The seat of the chair can be lowered to a
height of 51 cm. For elderly or people who
have trouble with mobility, this provides good
support—only a little effort is required to step
into and out of the chair.

High working position
The Bentlon Beauty Bronze is characterized
by an exceptionally high working position.
The seat of the chair can in fact be raised
to a height of 85 cm, which also allows the
specialist to give a massage at this working
height. If the specialist wants to perform a
foot treatment, then that is also possible. In
that case, the working height can be as high
as a maximum of 93 cm. This allows the
specialist to comfortably work on the client’s
feet while standing.

Foot switch
It is also possible to operate the Bentlon
Beauty Bronze using a foot switch. This makes
it easy to change position during the treatment, while main-taining hygienic working
conditions.

Ref. 60006.100

www.bentlon.com
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Beauty

Ref. 60045.100

The logical next step!
• Combines ease of use with excellent lifting capacity and comfort
• Electrical seat, back and tilting position because of 3 actuators
• Foot control with pre-defined treatment position
• Foldable arm rests to easily get in and out of the chair
• Modern design and available in 37 colors
• Ergonomically shaped high quality upholstery

10

By means of a foot control the
Bentlon Beauty Silver can be set
to almost any desired treatment
position. The foot control also has a homeposition to easily bring the chair back to the
base position. This means that almost all
positions can be set using the electric foot
control. The leg support can be tuned to the
right angle using a pull-override. Also for
clients getting in and out of the chair is easy
because of the fold-away arm and leg support
enabling them to get in and out of the chair
from the side.

The Bentlon Beauty Silver has a very
modern look and provides a very
comfortable seating position to
clients because of the ergonomically shaped
upholstery which follows the contours of the
body. The upholstery is made of high-quality
leather and is available in 37 colors. The
head support can be pulled out and can be
adjusted to set the most ideal treatment
position for any client.

Accessoires and optionals
The Bentlon Beauty Silver can be extended
with optionals such as a seat cover, paper roll
holder, wheels and a manicure tray. Moreover,
you can choose to mount a massage head
support and a Lower Arm Support.

Massage head support
When desired a C-curved head support, ideal
for massages, can be mounted to the Bentlon
Beauty Silver. It supports the face during a
treatment in supine position. It offers the client
extra comfort because of the breathing hole
enabling him or her to optimally enjoy the
treatment.

Lower Arm Support
To support your arms during a foot treatment
it is possible to mount a Lower Arm Support
which unburdens your shoulders and backs
and gives you a better working position.

www.bentlon.com
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Beauty

Ref. 60025.100

Proven comfort and quality
• Stable high quality chair with 3 actuators
• Unique patented Step Out - assist
• Lifting capacity of 160 kg.
• Modern design and optimal seating comfort
• Imitation leather upholstery available in 37 colors!
• Also available with thermo/vibra functionality

12

The Bentlon Gold has the possibility
to electrically set the right position
of the height, back and tilting
angle. The leg support can be tuned to the
right position using the pull-override. Besides
that, clients can get in and out of the chair
effortless because of the fold-away arm and
leg support which makes this chair very
practical in use.

Clients can step into and out of the
chair easily by using the unique,
patented electric step-in and out
assist. This step-in and out assist lowers the
chair, tilts the seat forward and rotates the
leg and foot support inward. The chair follows
and supports the client’s movement as they
step in or out. The chair also features robust
construction which significantly increases the
lifting and tilting power.

Bentlon chairs can be fit-ted with relax
vibration and chair heating. The chair
heating is not only especially pleasant for
the client, but is also energy saving because
the temperature in the salon can be set a few
degrees lower.

The Bentlon Gold has a very modern
look and provides a very comfortable
seating position to clients because
of the ergonomically shaped upholstery
which follows the contours of the body. The
upholstery is made of high-quality leather
and is available in 37 colors. This variation in
combination with a colored foot frame (white,
wengé or aluminium) makes it possible to
customize the chair exactly to your wishes!

3-Dimensional adjustable head support
Also the Bentlon Gold is equipped with a 3dimensional adjustable head support which
makes it possible to not only move the head
support higher but also to the back or frontwards, resulting in more comfort during a
treatment in flat position!

Accessoires and optionals
The Bentlon Beauty Silver can be extended
with optionals such as a seat cover, paper roll
holder, wheels and a manicure tray. Moreover,
you can choose to mount a massage head
support and a Lower Arm Support.

www.bentlon.com
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Beauty

Ref. 60050.100

Beauty bestseller!
• Full electric control because of 4 actuators
• Foot control with home position, 2 memory positions and automatic massage position
• Solid chair with lifting capacity of 225 kg
• Luxurious edition with heating and massage
- Heating system with 3 zones
- New massage system with 5 modes and 2 programs

14

The Bentlon Platinum makes a
statement in the beauty market.
This stable and high-quality chair
offers unique ease of use. Full electric control
by means of a foot control enables the
professional beautician to easily set the chair
in the right position with the least of effort.
With just one push on the foot control all
actuators can be activated to put the chair
in the desired treatment position, to activate
the patented step out-assist and to tune the
position of the leg support.
Bentlon chairs can be
fitted with relax vibration
and chair heating. The
chair heating is not only especially pleasant
for the client, but is also energy saving
because the temperature in the salon can be
set a few degrees lower.

This also creates for you as beauty specialist
a considerably more comfortable working
climate. Many other expansion options are
available for your treatment chair, such as a
paper roll holder, castors, a mountable manicure tray or the Lower Arm Support.
The new chair has a stylish and
trendy design and its ergonomically
shaped upholstery ensures that your
client sits comfortably. This upholstery is made
from high-grade imitation leather and is
resistant to cleaning products without any
solvents.

The unique electric step-in and stepout assist helps your clients get into
and out of the chair without any
trouble. This step-in and step-out assist lowers
the chair, tilts the seat forward and turns the
leg and foot section inwards. This follows
and supports the client’s stepping in and out
movement. Moreover, the chair has a solid
build, which considerably increases the ability
to hoist and lift.

3-Dimensional adjustable head support
Naturally, this multifunctional patented
head support can be raised, brought down
and tilted, but it also offers the option to
adjust it backward or forward. This offers
advantages when the client lies on the back
or the stomach, because your client’s neck
is stretched better for a treatment and your
client is in a more relaxed position.

Massage head support
With certain treatments the use of the special
C-curved massage head support is preferred.
For treatments in prone position the head
support gives complete support around the
face, resulting in greater comfort during a
longer treatment. The length and depth of the
head support can also be adjusted.

Lower Arm Support
The media both at home and abroad has
been full of the Lower Arm Support, a special
support for pedicures that supports the lower
arms during the treatment so that the load
is taken off the shoulders and back and an
improved working posture is assumed almost
automatically.
www.bentlon.com
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Lower Arm Support

Together with the Delft University
of Technology, Bentlon has made
an important invention with a
worldwide patent: the Lower Arm Support.
This is an ergonomic support with bin for
podiatrists and represents a breakthrough
in the podiatry industry. The work of the
podiatrist requires a high level of precision,
concentration and long periods of muscle
contraction. During the treatment a certain
posture is adopted or the load on the body is
on one side. Often podiatrists sit with a bent
posture or in a slightly twisted position to
obtain a good view when working and their
arms are continuously raised while working.
This is very tiring and wearing for the body.

16

Support

Hygienic

The Lower Arm Support supports the lower
arm so that the weight of the upper arm,
lower arm and hand does not have to be
supported wholly by the muscles in the back
and shoulders. Because of this support the
treatment chair that the patient sits on can
be set higher; this means that the podiatrist
can see the foot better and is able to adopt
a more upright position of the lower back
and the neck. This means a considerable
improvement in the work posture and is much
less tiring for the shoulders and arms.

The Lower Arm Support also has a removable
bin that is easy to remove and put back
and is easy to clean due to its funnel shape.
The support bracket and the bin have been
developed so that there is enough space
around the foot to work on it. The Lower Arm
Support is suitable for left-handed and righthanded podiatrists. The Lower Arm Support
can be fitted on all Bentlon podochairs.
You can also attend a workshop that will
teach you how to make optimum use of the
Lower Arm Support so that you considerably
improve your work posture and can save
your body from painful complaints due to an
incorrect position.

Ref. 60006.100

Ref. 60045.100

Treatment chairs

Bronze

Silver

Ref.no. with hand control
Ref.no. with foot control
Ref.no. with chair heating
Ref.no. with vibration and heating
Number of actuators
Length
Chair width
Sitting width
Height
Chair weight
Max. permitted weight
Watt
Upholstery
Coloured upholstery
Aluminium
Wengé
Extendable head support
Tilting head support
Head support depth adjustment
Extendable foot support
Fold-away arm supports
Memory lying and exit position
Height adjustment
Tilt adjustment
Back adjustment
Leg adjustment
Link leg and backrest
Patented step-out assist

60006
60008
V

Ref. 60025.100

Ref. 60050.100

Gold

Platinum

60045

V

V

V
V

60025
60026

V

V

V

2
185 cm
75 cm
55 cm
51-83 cm
53 kg
200 kg
96W
Imitation leather
1

3
178-211 cm
80 cm
80 cm
60-94 cm
60-65 kg
225 kg
230W
Imitation leather
37

3
195-225 cm
79 cm
61 cm
65-89 cm
54-60 kg
160 kg
230W
Imitation leather
37

60050
60051
60052
4
178-211 cm
80 cm
57 cm
60-94 cm
60-65 kg
225 kg
230W
Imitation leather
37

V

V





V

V













V

V





V

V





V















V

V





Electrical
Electrical
gasveer

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical

Gas compression spring

Gas compression spring

Gas compression spring

V

V

Mechanical

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical



V

V



For all the colors of the upholstery go to page 76

Accessories

Ref.

Chair covering towelling
Protective set towelling
Manicure tray with brace
Paper roll holder with paper roll
2-ply paper roll 50cm x 50cm
Lower Arm Support Beauty Blue
Lower Arm Support Beauty White
Support roll round
Support roll semi-circular
Wheels
Massage head support
Cover Massage head support

61040/41/42
61045
61080 + 61079
61087
61084/61085
61088.100
61853.100
61090
61091
61099
61083
61022

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.

Ref. 61088

Ref. 61080 + 61079

Ref. 61087 + 61085

www.bentlon.com
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Stools

Ref. 60160

For the correct working position
• Varied assortment
• Ergonomic upholstery
• In height adjustable
• With or without back rest
• In matching color with treatment chair!

18

Choosing the right stool
Stools are available in various designs.
The stool is very important for correct work
posture and should be comfortable. This is
a purely personal thing. In the Bentlon stool
range you will find exactly the right stool for
you. In addition to a wide selection of cover
colours, with most models you can choose
from a neutral grey or chrome base. All stools
are stable and have five legs with castors.
The height adjustment is continuous with a
hydraulic gas compression spring. On most
models the back support can be adjusted
both in height and depth so that you can
always set the perfect sitting position.

Ref. 50145

Ref. 50155

Stools

Bronze

		
Ref.no.
Seat
Seat width
Height
Back support
Adjustability back sup.
Max. permitted weight
Rotation
Base
Base width
Castors
Weight
Upholstery
Coloured upholstery
Aluminium
Wengé
Adjustable seating

50145
Round
38 cm
48 – 61 cm

Ref. 50165

Ref. 50175

Ref. 50190

Ref. 60150 / 60155

Ref. 60160

Silver
Comfort

Silver Plus

Silver Pro

Silver Ergo

Gold

Platinum

Platinum+

50155
Round
38 cm
48 – 61 cm

50165
Saddle
38 cm
48 – 61 cm

50175
Oval
42 cm
48 – 61 cm

50190
Pony saddle
59 cm
54 – 72 cm

60150
Round
38 cm
43 – 55 cm

60155
Round
38 cm
43 – 55 cm

60160
Oval
45 cm
46 - 61 cm

V







V







V

Height+depth
120 kg
360°
Chrome
59 cm
5
7,8 kg

Height+depth
120 kg
360°
Chrome
59 cm
5
7,8 kg

Height+depth
120 kg
360°
Chrome
59 cm
5
7,8 kg

V

Depth
120 kg
360°
Chrome
59 cm
5
11,8 kg

Depth
120 kg
360°
Chrome
59 cm
5
11,8 kg

Height+depth
120 kg
360°
Chrome
59 cm
5
11,8 kg

120 kg
360°
Chrome
59 cm
5
5,5 kg

120 kg
360°
Chrome
59 cm
5
8,5 kg

Imitation leather Imitation leather Imitation leather Imitation leather Imitation leather Imitation leather Imitation leather Imitation leather

37 colours

37 colours

37 colours

37 colours

37 colours

37 colours

37 colours

37 colours

V



V

V

V

V

V



V



V

V

V

V

V



V

V

V

V

V

V



V

For all the colors of the upholstery go to page 76

Accessories

Ref.

Stool covering toweling Silver/Gold
Bin tabouret Platinum+
Bottle holder tabouret Platinum+

51150
61105
61106

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.

Ref. 61105

Ref. 61106

www.bentlon.com
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Work lamps

Ref. 50703

To have the perfect visibility!
• Professional work lamps
• Enlarge to minimal 3x
• Varied assortment
• High quality because of glass, lens, light and construction

20

A work lamp remains to the basic equipment
of any beauty salon. Its quality is determined
by the quality of the glass, the lens, the light
and the construction of the lamp. The most
advanced work lamps is the best choice for
longterm use which needs good light, good
color display of the skin and no distorted view.
If a work lamp is chosen purely for extra light,
then a basic version will do.

Bentlon Bronze
This light work lamp is easy to use and does
not emit heat. With 141 cm. this lamp has
the longest working arm of the range which
makes it possible to work from a distance. The
Bentlon Bronze work lamp also has a so-called
Free Motion system which enables you to
easily place the lamp to the desired position.
The lamp enlarges up to 3x and containes a
28w high frequent TL light which gives a very
clear undistorted view.

Bentlon Silver

Bentlon Circus

What makes this work lamp special is the
double lighting from the side which results
in a shadow-free light. The lights can also be
used separately from each other. The glass
enlarges up to 3x.

This work lamp has an operating arm of 100
cm and a round lens which is provided with a
protection cap. The T5 22w TL lighting offers
a clear and undistorted view.

Bentlon Wave Plus
This rectangular, broad spectrum work lamp
gives a very comfortable and clear view. The
Wave Plus also has double lighting from the
side for a shadow-free light.

Ref. 50703

Work lamps

Bronze

Silver

Wave Plus

				
Ref. no.
50703
50708
50721
Length arm
141 cm
132 cm
105
Lens dimension
Ø 17.5 cm
19x17.5 cm
22,7x22,4
Lens magnification
3x
3x
3,5x
Light power
28 W
2x 13 W
2x 6 W
Power supply
230 V
230 V
18 V
Table clamp




Circus
50725
100 cm
Ø 16.5 cm
3,5x
22 W
230 V

Ref. 50708



Ref. 50721

Accessories

Ref.

Ring lamp 22W
Table clamp Wave II Plus

51702
51719

Ref. 50725

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.

www.bentlon.com
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Instrument tables and cabinets

Ref. 65625.06

Ref. 65625.00

Practical interior solutions
• Practical in use
• Extendable with UV drawer or tableau
• Optional work lamp holder
• Various dessins

22

Instrument tables

Bentlon Gold Cabinet

An instrument table is vital in the salon.
Bentlon instrument tables are constructed
in such a way that you can use them whilst
having the products you need for treatment
close at hand, but the instrument tables are
also suitable for placing equipment in or
on. With each model you have the choice of
two or three shelves. There is the option to
have a drawer under each shelf to store small
materials. All instrument tables have damped
castors. You can place a magnifying lamp on
the table top with a special holder.

Have you recently purchased a Bentlon
Wellness Couch Gold? And would you like
to give your salon an even more coordinated
look? If so, the Bentlon Gold Cabinet may
be just what you are looking for, since it is
available in the same colours as the Bentlon
Wellness Couch Gold. This cabinet offers a
highly stable and mobile work surface for
placing your equipment and accessories. It
has three spacious drawers and the top, which
is made of hardened glass and therefore
hygienic and easy to clean, offers ample
space for accessories and products.

Ref. 65625.00

Ref. 60300

Ref. 65625.02

Ref. 65625.01

Ref. 60305

Ref. 65625.03

Cabinets
Silver 2
Gold 3
Gold
				

Ref. 65625.04

Golduv-lade

Ref. 65625.05

Goldtableau

Ref. 65625.06

Gold-tableau
/uv lade

							
Ref.no.
60300
60305
65625
65626
65627
65628
Width
65 cm
65 cm
60 cm
60 cm
60 cm
60 cm
Depth
42 cm
42 cm
59 cm
59 cm
59 cm
59 cm
Height
69 cm
91 cm
80 cm
80 cm
80 cm
80 cm
Levels
2
3
1
1
1
1
Space between levels
40 cm
27,5 cm
V
V
V
V
Drawers
 max. 2
 max. 3
3
3
3
3
Wheels






Holder for magnifying lamp
 61305
 61305




Tray dimensions
V
V
V
V
34,5 x 36,5 cm
V

Accessories

Ref.

Drawer for Silver/Gold
Holder for magnifying lamp
Lid softsteamer tube for Silver/Gold

61300
61305
61310

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.

www.bentlon.com
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Softsteamers

Ref. 60255

Ref. 60265

Ref. 60280

Ref. 60290

Modern design,practical and complete!
• Modern design
• Steam function adjustable from 1 up to 9 steam strengths depending on model
• Optimal ease of use because of rotatable arm
• Practical in use as a side table
• Work perfectly with tap water
• Optional socket, storage and work lamp holder
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Bentlon introduces four new models of
SoftSteamers all of which fulfil the needs of
every aesthetic specialist. From the starter’s
model with its basic steam functionality up to
the advanced steamer with a range of extras.

Complete range
Together, the new Bentlon SoftSteamer
models make up a complete range in which
each model offers additional functionality or
options. This provides every beautician with
the possibility to select a Bentlon SoftSteamer
with the options that best fit her salon.

Softsteamer Bronze

SoftSteamer Silver

Starter’s model of superior quality! The
Bentlon SoftSteamer Bronze is the starter’s
model steam device with authentic steam
function. This model is equipped with a felt
ring in which essential oils can be placed,
which makes it possible to add an extra
dimension to the steaming with the addition
of aromas. The Bentlon SoftSteamer Bronze
is equipped with a rotating steam arm. This
arm makes it very easy to set the steam head
and steam direction in the correct position
without the need to adjust the height of the
SoftSteamer itself. The modern design of the
new Bentlon SoftSteamer Bronze, combined
with its practical attachable top tray, make
this SoftSteamer the ideal starter’s model.

Basic model with the possibility for variety!
The Bentlon SoftSteamer Silver is a basic
model of steam device which in addition to
the basic steam function features a felt ring
which gives the specialist the option for
variety by adding herbs or using essential
oils. In addition, this model also has an ozone
function. The rotating steam arm on the
Bentlon SoftSteamer Silver is not only very
user-friendly and practical; it also offers the
possibility of switching between two levels
of steam strength. The design of the new
Bentlon SoftSteamer The modern design of
the new Bentlon SoftSteamer Silver, combined
with the practical attachable top tray and the
variable steam strengths, makes the Bentlon
SoftSteamer Silver a solid choice for every
salon.

www.bentlon.com
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Ref. 60290
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SoftSteamer Gold

SoftSteamer Platinum

Top model with a range of options! The Bentlon SoftSteamer Gold is a top model steam
device which offers a range of extra options
in addition to the regular steam functionality.
From a practical perspective, the SoftSteamer
Gold is an ideal model—handsome finish,
practical top tray, completely concealed
power point and the option to add a universal
magnifying lamp holder. This complete
concept makes the Bentlon SoftSteamer Gold
an excellent device for even the smallest
spaces and makes it the pre-eminent musthave addition to every salon. In addition, the
Bentlon SoftSteamer Gold has an integrated
power point to which other Bentlon Beauty
devices can be connected and a universal
magnifying lamp holder.

All-in-one model of superior quality! The
Bentlon SoftSteamer Platinum is the queen
of the SoftSteamers. A top model which combines steaming with additional functionality
and options for the ultimate all-in-one model!
The design of the new Bentlon SoftSteamer
Platinum is sleek and modern but above
all innovative! From a practical point of
view, the Bentlon SoftSteamer Platinum is
a true workhorse with its integrated storage
drawerss on the front, a practical tray on top,
an integrated power point and a universal
magnifying lamp holder. It is this complete
concept that makes the Bentlon SoftSteamer
Platinum the rightful queen of the SoftSteamers!

Softsteamers

Bronze

Ref. no.
Rotatable steamarm
Integrated tripod
Power
Reservoir capacity
Shockproof reservoir
Warm-up time
Steaming time
Steam strenghts
Covered steam arm
Aromas
Herbs
Ozon
Standby position
Boil-dry protection
LED water indication
Beauty apparatuur tableau
Integrated power point
Magnifying lamp holder
Storage

Platinum

60255

60265

60280

60290















1200 W
1,75 ltr

1200 W
1,75 ltr

1200 W
1,75 ltr

1200 W
1,75 ltr









8
25
1

8
25
2

8
25
9

8
25
9

















V







V







V















V

V





V

V





V

V





V

V





V

V

V



Ref.

Bentlon Herbs dry skin
Bentlon Herbs sensitive skin
Bentlon Herbs oily skin
Bentlon Herbs set
Essential oil felt ring
Steam outlet + 2 felt rings

45050
45051
45053
45055
51290
60210

: Optional

Gold



Accessoires

: Standard

Silver

The design of the new Bentlon SoftSteamer
Platinum is sleek and modern but above
all innovative! From a practical point of
view, the Bentlon SoftSteamer Platinum is
a true workhorse with its integrated storage
drawerss on the front, a practical tray
on top, an integrated power point and a
universal magnifying lamp holder. It is this
complete concept that makes the Bentlon
SoftSteamer Platinum the rightful queen of
the SoftSteamers!

V: Not available/N.A.

Ref. 45050
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IPL

Ref. 60655

Permanent hair removal and skin rejuvenation
• Can be used for multiple treatments
- Permanent hair removal
- Skin rejuvenation
- Rosacea
- Pigment spots
- Acne
• Life time of at least 60.000 flashes
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The Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash Gold

The treatments

IPL is the abbreviation for Intense Pulse
Light. It is a strong light beam with a specific
wavelength. The amount of energy from this
light beam, in this case no less than 18 joule/
cm², is absorbed by the hair or skin melanin
(pigment). The Bentlon IPL has specific effects
and applications depending on the wavelength. The Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash
Gold has a water-cooled pulse light with a very
long lifespan, up to at least 60,000 pulses.
This guaranteed lifespan ensures the force
and thus the energy level remains consistent.
Because of the water cooling, the pulse light
does not get hot and this means that you
do not have to stop during the treatment to
allow the lamp to cool down. The operation of
the Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash Gold is also
unique. No complicated settings of joule/
cm2, you just enter the hair colour, the hair
thickness and the skin type in the menu and
the Bentlon IPL sets the correct light power
and pulse duration itself.

The new Bentlon Dual Power Flash Gold can
be used for a lot more than just hair removal
as the unit has a considerably broader area of
application. The numerous treatment options
allow you to reach a larger target group,
which eventually results in a high return and
short payback period.

Permanent hair removal
Intense Pulse Light is a method for the
definitive treatment of excess hair, or more
precisely, unwanted hair. It is a strong light
beam with a specific wavelength. The hairs are
exposed to the pulse light for only a fraction
of a second. An amount of light (=energy) is
absorbed by the pigment in the hair.

The pulse light adapts itself to the thickness
of the hair. The pigment heats up, transmits
the heat to the root and burns it. If the
temperature in the hair root reaches 70
degrees, the hair follicles that supply the hair
root are seared shut so that the hair cannot
grow back there. The handle is continuously
cooled. Within a fraction of a second dozens
of hair follicles can be treated at the same
time. This makes it a very quick and effective
method of hair removal for almost all skin
types.

Skin rejuvenation
Over the years, the characteristics of ageing
become more pronounced. Because of the
reduction in elastin fibres, the skin loses its
elasticity. As it gets older, the skin develops
wrinkles, slackens and becomes drier. A
treatment with Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash
Gold is for people with slack skin, atrophic
skin, and skin with wrinkles and fine lines.
Specific zones and wrinkles can also be treated
rather than the whole face. With very specific
IPL treatment, wrinkle depth is reduced and
small lines even disappear completely.

Treatment of rosacea
Rosacea is caused by the fact that small blood
vessels shine through the skin. This makes the
skin red and the redness becomes even worse
with temperature changes, sunbathing or
the use of alcohol. The energy from the IPL
lamp closes these blood vessels, causing the
redness in the skin to disappear. The energy
from the IPL treatment can close these red
veins without affecting the skin. The light
spectrum is such that only the red veins
absorb the energy and are sealed off.

www.bentlon.com
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Treatment of pigmented areas

Acne treatment

The result

Pigmented areas and hyperpigmentation can
be very disfiguring, in particular if they appear
on the face. This very specific treatment focuses
on the darker pigmented areas and makes
them several tints lighter or removes them
completely. For the treatment of pigment, the
entire colour spectrum is needed. Dark
pigments absorb all wavelengths of visible
light. During the treatments, the pigment
which is deeper in the skin is brought to the
surface. After the first two or three treatments,
the pigmented area will therefore become
darker.

Acne is successfully treated with the Bentlon
IPL Dual Power Flash Gold. The treatment
fights infection, which results in a considerable
improvement of the skin. The active acne that
is present disappears and the formation of
new infections is minimised. This treatment
is suitable for the face, back and chest. A
timely treatment of the acne with the Bentlon
IPL prevents the formation of unattractive
scars. The heat that is introduced into the
skin in a controlled and dosed manner has a
positive effect on the sebaceous material. The
sebaceous material becomes more fluid and
also the bonds between cells become more
flexible, reducing the amount of infections.
In addition, the blue and green light of the
colour spectrum have an adverse effect on the
P.acnes bacteria, causing it to self-destruct.

With the Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash Gold
treatments no artificial substances are injected into the skin, but the energy from the IPL
pulse light takes effect in the skin. The skin
repairs and improves itself with long-lasting
results. The process takes place evenly and
starts immediately with the first treatment.
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Experience it yourself
In this brochure we have tried to present as
complete a picture as possible of the Bentlon
IPL Dual Power Flash Gold. However, we
believe that you will only be really convinced
if you are able to work with the Bentlon IPL
Dual Power Flash Gold yourself. We should
like to offer you the opportunity to get to know
this quick and effective way of hair removal
during a de-monstration in your salon.

Total concept
If you opt for the Bentlon IPL Dual Power
Flash Gold, you are automatically opting for
optimal service and support. The Bentlon
IPL Dual Power Flash Gold is not only a
unit, but a total concept with marketing
support, Bentlon contactgel and eyewear
protection. You receive the training course
and accompanying manual completely free
of charge. You are taught the theory and
practice of the treatments. Of course, you will
receive a certificate as proof that you have
completed the course.

Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash Gold pulse
lights
The Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash Gold comes
with two types of pulse lights: one for the
body (Hair Removal) and one for the face
(Skin Rejuvenation). The Hair Removal pulse
light is included as standard in the Bentlon
IPL Dual Power Flash Gold’s total package,
together with a detailed training course and
marketing material. The wavelength of this
light is very important because it determines
the penetration depth into the tissue. A
wavelength of 610 to 950 nm is most suitable
for hair removal. The shorter the wavelength,
the higher the energy content. Below is an
overview of the two pulse lights to be used
with the Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash Gold.

Device

IPL Dual Power Flash
Gold device

Ref. no. 230 V
Power
Width x depth x height
Weight
Watt
Carrying case
Worktable cabinet
Training and certificate
Hydraulic cooling system
Applicators

60655
up to 18 J/cm2
47,5 x 49,9 x 40,5 cm
28 kg
900 W
No
No
Yes
Yes
HR (basic)
SR (optional)
up to 1 flash every 3 sec.

Applicator
Output energy
Size of treatment head
Wavelength
Skin type

: Standard

: Optional

Hair Removal

Skin Rejuvenation

HR (basic)
12 to 18 J/cm²
7.5 cm²
610 nm - 1100 nm
1-5

SR (optional)
6 to 18 J/cm²
3.75 cm²
475 nm - 1100 nm
1-4

V: Not available/N.A.

Patented hand piece
The Bentlon IPL Dual Power Flash Gold
has patented hands pieces with automatic
energy compensation that assure a constant
level of light energy, namely 60,000 flashes
throughout its life. The glass part of the
flashbulbs is more effective thanks to the new
design. The flashbulbs penetrate deeper in
the skin because of the beveled edges of the
glass.

www.bentlon.com
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DermaPerfect

Ref. 60435

Perfects your skin!
• Removes cosmetic skin imperfections successfully, effectively and quick
• Local and goal oriented, tissue friendly
• Surrounding skin tissue will not be effected or damaged
• Treats various skin imperfections
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The Bentlon DermaPerfect will successfully,
effectively and quickly remove cosmetic skin
irregularities such as wrinkles, fribromas, and
tiny red veins. The Bentlon DermaPerfect
is driven by a monopolar RF signal (Radio
Frequency Signal). This 4mHz Radio Frequency Signal causes vibrations that concentrate
on the tip of a tiny, non-insulated nickel rod.
These vibrations create heat development in
the skin, concentrated on the skin irregularities.
This way, the skin irregularities in or on the
skin are coagulated or removed. The Bentlon
DermaPerfect treats the skin extremely locally
and focuses on the particular spot, whereby
the surrounding skin is not affected. That is
why this treatment is very kind to the tissue.

Control circuit

The treatments

The Bentlon DermaPerfect is a compact
device with a clear display showing the different functions. It has the capacity to treat
small areas and give instantly visible results.
Throughout the treatment, safety is of the
utmost importance. The menu contains a
number of treatments. Simply select the
treatment concerned, after which the Bentlon
DermaPerfect will automatically use the
correct settings and percentages. This way,
you can start the treatment at the touch of
a button, without having to perform any
unnecessary actions. This procedure presents
a very user-friendly and safe working method.

In general, the treatments that make use of
the Bentlon DermaPerfect are painless and
short. However, the chance exists that a
second treatment is necessary. This depends
on a number of factors, including the size, the
time a particular skin irregularity has already
been present, and the skin’s reaction.

The Bentlon DermaPerfect will treat
various types of skin irregularities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spider Naevus
Teleangiectasias (rosacea)
Blood vesicles
Individual hairs
Fibromas (tiny warts)
Pigmented patches
Wrinkles
Age spots

The result
The Bentlon DermaPerfect is a highly effective device with a convincing effect. The
monopolar Radio Frequency Signal will
ensure quick, painless results within just a
few minutes. Often, the results are visible
immediately after the treatment. In some
cases, the treated area may develop a small
scab. Make sure to inform the client not to
touch the scab – this may negatively affect
the healing of the wound.

www.bentlon.com
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Home care

Including for example, the following:

In order to maintain the condition of the
treated skin area, it would be wise to advise
the client to use Bentlon Care products. This
way, the consumer can make sure that his or
her skin is well cared for and will heal quickly.

• The operating pedal
• The needle holder with connection cable
• Three sets of F Care systems and Ballet
disposable needles (130 needles) of
0.08 mm and 0.15 mm.
• Convenient, made-to-measure storage
case
• The training, to the value of EUR 99, is
offered free of charge upon purchase of
the Bentlon DermaPerfect. During this
training, you will not only learn about
needle techniques, but you will also
gain knowledge that will help you make
the right diagnosis.
• Marketing material, such as consumer
brochures and posters.
• A Bentlon Care package for skin care
during and after the treatment.

Total concept
Upon purchasing the Bentlon DermaPerfect
including case, a total concept is provided.
This means that all products, promotion and
trainings needed to perform treatments using
the Bentlon DermaPerfect are comprised in
the concept.
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The following products are included in the
total concept:
• 45024 Bentlon Cleansing Milk
• 45026 Bentlon Calming Lotion
• 45008 Bentlon Skin Rebuilding Serum
• 45012 Bentlon Skin Rebuilding Cream
• 45019 Bentlon Depigmentation Serum
• 45020 Bentlon SPF Cream 50+

Profit
The Bentlon DermaPerfect has a high return
on investment. It will pay for itself quickly,
because the skin irregularities are treated
easily and quickly. Thanks to the Bentlon
DermaPerfect, you are able to perform many
treatments. This also means that your target
group is very wide. Using the total concept
of the Bentlon DermaPerfect, you can perform
130 treatments. On average, you will have
earned back your investment after 20 hours
of treatment using the Bentlon DermaPerfect.
Naturally, it depends on the treatment, which
costs are involved.

The costs vary from EUR 25 to EUR 135. It is
important to keep in mind that your client will
value a treatment with a permanent result
more highly than a manual treatment. After
all, the skin is treated within minutes and
shows the desired result. Which is, of course,
what every client would wish for after a visit
to the beautician.

Ref. 61436

Device

DermaPerfect

Ref. no.
System
Output
Width x depth x height
Weight
Power supply
Power
Wave frequency
Max. output voltage
Max. duration of the impulse
FA/FB 500mA T (230V)
FA/FB 1A T (115V)
Display
Accessories

60435
Bentlon DermaPerfect
Thermocoagulation signal
36 x 27,5 x 12 cm
10 kg
Spanning 115-230V / 50-60 Hz
115 VA
4 mHz (+- 0,1 mHz)
500 V
0,8 s
Reference melting fuse
Reference melting fuse
Graphic display
61432 K3i needles, 61433 K6i needles
61434 R3i needles, 61435 case
61436 Footswitch
61437 needle holder with needle connection
61438 needle holder

Ref. 61432 / 61433 / 61434

Ref. 61435

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.
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Micrabrader

Ref. 60491

Effective skin improvement for an even
and revitalized complexion!
• Ideal treatment for skin rejuvenation and skin improvement
• Reduces skin imperfections and wrinkles to a minimum
• Results visible after the first treatment!
• High return on investment
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Revitalize the skin and improve the skin
tone!
The Bentlon Micrabrader Gold can be used to
reduce wrinkles and various skin imperfections
to a minimum. Microdermabrasion is used
most often to fade out wrinkles and fine
lines, rejuvenating the complexion. A microdermabrasion treatment is also perfectly
suitable to make other skin lesions less
visible, such as (acne)scars, stretch marks and
pigmentation spots.

Microdermabrasion

The Treatment

By means of a special suction technique
sterile microcrystals are blasted onto the skin,
loosening old and dead skin cells which are
drained with the microcrystals. The crystals
remove the upper skin layer, stimulating the
regeneration process of the skin at the same
time. The regeneration capacity of the skin
makes the skin heal itself by creating new and
young cells. Besides that, blood circulation
is stimulated during the procedure with the
positive effect of activating the production
of collagen and elastine fibers. Results are
already visible after the first treatment.
Results after an entire cycle are unique.

Microdermabrasion starts with cyclic treatments every 3 to 4 weeks until the desired
result is reached. After that a treatment every
4 to 6 weeks is sufficient to keep good results.
The treatment is very intensive, the client will
feel the crystals flowing over the skin which is
however not experienced as painful.

Bentlon Micrabrader Gold
The Bentlon Micrabrader Gold is the latest
Bentlon development; a beauty device that
offers excellent results but also is practical
and hygienic in use and maintenance. Using
soft touch keys, the beautician can choose the
desired settings to start the treatment, either
with soft or hard microcrystals. The Bentlon
Micrabrader Gold has the special feature
to memorize 4 preference settings to easily
start a new treatment. Pressure of the crystal
flow can also be adjusted and read from the
digital display. A separate button will start
the automatic cleansing function.
The crystal flow starts when the suction
circuit is closed, simply when the hand piece
is placed onto the skin. Once the hand piece
is not in contact with the skin and thus the
vacuum is interrupted, the crystal flow stops
immediately. Because of this technique
microcrystals will never be blown into the
salon.

www.bentlon.com
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Bentlon Care products
Microdermabrasion is a very intensive treatment which requires good pre-and after care
the client needs to abide by. The skin needs
to be nourished with products that enable
quick regeneration of the skin. Bentlon Care
skin care products are precisely tailored to the
aftercare of microdermabrasion.
During the treatment cycle the client should
use Bentlon Care products at home to get
the best results. After the cycle the client can
return to using their regular skin care brand.
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High return on investment

Full support

The Bentlon Micrabrader Gold has a very high
return on investment. The treatment takes
about as long as a regular facial, however the
returns are remarkably higher. On average
€85,-* can be charged per treatment of the
entire face, entering a cycle of treating every
3-4 weeks.

When choosing the Bentlon Micrabrader Gold,
intensive coaching and service is included.
Moreover, various professional marketing
materials are available to promote the
treatment in your salon.

Warranty and maintenance
A Bentlon Micrabrader Gold is an investment
with high returns for your salon. Bentlon
recommends to maintain the device well
and clean it on a regular base according to
instructions in the manual. Good maintenance
guarantees a longer lifetime.
All Bentlon equipment have a general warranty of 2 years and 5 years on construction
errors.

* Average treatment prices can vary per country.
Prices are indicative.

Device

Micrabrader

Accessories

Ref.

Ref.no. 230 V
Ref.no. 115 V
Width x depth x height
Weight
Watt
Treatment
Operation
Display
Power
Memory positions
Automatic clean-function
Crystal
Containers
Course and certificate

60491
60493
37 x 37,5 x 23,5cm
10,5 kg
90 W
Micro-dermabrasion
Soft-touch
Digital
< -0,6 bar
4

Microcrystals – hard
Microcrystals – soft
Starters pack (+/- 25 treatments)
Pre-filter
Input filter
Nozzle set of 25
Spray nozzle

61502
61503
61504
61505
61506
61507
61509



Aluminiumoxide (soft and hard)
2


Ref. 61503

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.

Ref. 61507
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Beauty equipment

Ref. 60405

Ref. 60550

Ref. 60455

The perfect addition for your salon
• Brush device
• Combination suction/spray brush device
• Ionisation device
• High frequence device
• Cooling/heating device
• Compress heater
• Desinfection/sterilisation device
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Brushing machine

Vacuum/spray/brushing machine

Ionisation machine

The soft-touch keys on the completely flat
display make the Bentlon brush machine
very user-friendly. The brush can be set to
rotate both clockwise and anti-clockwise and
the speed can be adjusted accurately. The
brushing machine is supplied with 1 pumice
pad (4.5 cm) and 3 different brushes, namely
a soft face brush (2 cm), a soft face/body
brush (4.5 cm) and a hard body brush (4.5
cm). The set can be expanded with a cleaning
sponge (4 cm) and an extra large body brush
(6 cm). The holder for the pistol grip on the
side and the two dishes on the unit mean that
all loose accessories can be kept within reach.

In addition to the features of the brushing
machine described above, the Bentlon Combi
machine also has a vacuum and spray
function. The vacuum function is used to give
anti-wrinkle treatments, to carry out pulsating
massages and to release comedones in the
skin. The spray function is equivalent to
cooling vapour. To finish a treatment, an ultrafine mist of a lotion can be used as a great
way to refresh the skin.

Active ingredients can be introduced into the
skin more effectively by means of ionisation,
whereby a low galvanic current is used to
pass in ampoules, aromas or other active
ingredients. If the polarity of the ionisation
machine is changed to desincrustation, blockages in the skin due to hardened sebaceous
matter can be saponified, which allows deep
cleansing to be performed. The ionisation
machine is supplied with a roller/spherical
electrode and a tweezer electrode. The digital
display clearly shows the strength that has
been set.

Device
Brush equipment
		

Combination unit

Ionisation unit

Ref.no. 230 V
Width x depth x height
Weight
Watt
Operation
Brush/polish function
Max. speed
Adjustable speed
Speed control
Brush 20 mm soft
Brush 45 mm soft
Brush 45 mm hard
Pumice stone 45 mm
Vacuum function
Adjustable vacuum
Glass capillary for comedones
Glass capillary for wrinkle correction
Glass capillary for small beaker 1 cm
Glass venole large beaker 3 cm
Glass venole large beaker 4 cm
Spray function
Iontophoresis function
Adjustable voltage
Ionisation
Desincrustation
Spherical/roll applicator

60550
350 x 270 x 110 mm
3,6 kg
26 W
Touch control
no

no
no

60455
350 x 270 x 110 mm
6,3 kg
50 W
Touch control
yes
1000 rpm
20 positions
Touch control
 51403
 51409
 51408
 51405
yes
yes
 51421
 51422
 51423
 51424
 51428
yes
no

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

: Standard

: Optional

60405
350 x 270 x 110 mm
4,2 kg
50 W
Touch control
yes
1000 rpm
20 positions
Touch control
 51403
 51409
 51408
 51405
no
no
V
V
V
V
V

V: Not available/N.A.

V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Nee
Nee
V
V
V
V
V

no
yes
20 positions
yes
yes
 61461
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High-frequency machine

Cooling/heating unit

The Bentlon high-frequency machine has an
activating effect on the skin. The skin is
disinfected and circulation is stimulated. This
makes it particularly suitable for use on greasy
skin, blocked skin and acne. The various glass
electrodes allow treatment of face and body,
whereby the desired strength can be set and
read on the digital display.

This compact high-tech cooling/heating unit
can be used for practically every treatment.
The 14-carat gold-plated side means that it
can be heated from 32 to 42 degrees. The
heat can be used to stimulate, regenerate
and vitalise the skin. The cell metabolism is
also stimulated, more oxygen is transported
to the cells and the fibroblasts are stimulated
to produce collagen. Active ingredients in
creams, masks, ampoules or concentrates are
also absorbed better by the skin. The silvercoloured inox steel side can cool to 5 till 10
degrees, so that the skin is sealed after the
treatment. It provides a cooling and fresh
feeling, calms the skin after an intensive
treatment and reduces any swelling or pain.
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Ref. 51485

Ref. 51480

Ref. 51486

Ref. 51484

Ref. 50480 + 51482

Ref. 60554

Device

High-frequency
handpiece

Device

Thermostick

Ref. 230 V
Ref. 115 V
Width x depth x height
Weight
Watt
Operation
Adjustable voltage
Face electrode 20 mm
Face/body electrode 45 mm
Neck electrode (curved)
Comb electrode
Rod/ spiral electrode

50480

On basic version
Ref.no.
Voltage
Consumption
Cooling
Cooling adjustable
Heat
Head adjustable
Display



V

320 x 45 mm
1,5 kg
30 W
Turning control on holder
10 positions






Accessories

Ref.

Kam-elektrode
Rod / spriral electrode
Rod / spriral electrode 20 mm
Rod / spriral electrode neck
Rod / spriral electrode 45 mm

51484
51486
51480
51482
51485

: Standard

: Optional

60554
230 V
40 W
5 – 10 degrees
5 stages
32 – 42 degrees
5 trappen
LED

V: Not available/N.A.
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Ref. 50560

Ref. 50580

Ref. 50570

Ultrasonic cleaner Silver

Ultrasonic cleaner Platinum

The HAM Code lays down guidelines for
optimum cleaning and disinfection. The
Bentlon Ultrasonic cleaner Silver complies
with these guidelines. The cleaning time
can be set to 90, 180, 280, 380 or 480
seconds and the digital display indicates the
remaining cleaning time.

The Bentlon Ultrasonic cleaner Platinum is
the perfect product to professionally clean
and desinfect your instruments. The Platinum
version has a 3 color LED display which
enables the user to check the temperature
and remaining cleaning time. The cleaning
time can be set up to 30 minutes at 5
different temperature levels. Moreover, the
device is protected against overheating and
switches off automatically after 90 minutes.
The Bentlon Ultrasonic cleaner Platinum has
an extended tank capacity of 3 ltrs and allows
to place products of up to 26,6 cm. long. The
device is pratical and safe in use.

Ultrasonic cleaner Gold
The Bentlon Ultrasonic cleaner Gold has a
bigger capacity than the Silver and this means
that it is possible to clean larger instruments
and more instruments at the same time.
In addition to the same time settings as
the Silver, the Gold also offers the option
of heating the liquid to 60 degrees so that
stubborn or dried on dirt is removed.
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Hot Cabinet Bronze

Hot Cabinet Silver

The Bentlon Hot Cabinet Bronze steams and
heats towels to the correct temperature. The
towels stay hot for up to 60 minutes with
the timer. The Hot Cabinet Bronze also has
a useful read-out function for the water
reservoir. This means that you can see exactly
how much water to add to heat the towels.

The Hot Cabinet Silver holds more than the
Bronze so that you can heat more towels at
the same time. The Silver offers the facility to
heat damp towels directly. This means there is
no water reservoir.

Ref. 50620

Ref. 50625

Towel heater

Hot Cabinet Bronze

Hot Cabinet Silver

Ref.no.
Function
Voltage
Watt
Width x depth x height
Capacity
Heating time
Timer
Automatic stop time

50620
Towel heater
230 V
850 W
21 x 23,3 x 31,5 cm
± 8 pcs.
± 10 min

		
50625
Towel heater
230 V
200 W
45 x 31 x 36 cm
± 50 pcs.
± 15 min



V





Desinfection/sterillisation
equipment

Ultrasoon cleaner
Silver

Ultrasoon cleaner
Gold

Ultrasoon cleaner
Platinum

Ref.nr. 230 V
Function
System
Width x depth x height
Watt
Frequency
Desinfecting bowl
Timer
Temperature indicator
Pressure
Automatic stop time
Automatic fault alert
Water drainage

50560
Desinfection
Ultrasoon
23 cm /18cm /16 cm
70 W

50570
Desinfection
Ultrasoon
26,4 x 16,4 x 8 cm
170 W

50580
Desinfection
Ultrasoon
25 x 17,4 x 7,8 cm
170 W







V

V

V













V

V

V







V

V

V

V

V



: Standard

V: Not available/N.A.

: Optional

www.bentlon.com
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Wellness couch

Ref. 60040

Comfort, ease of use and countless options
• Luxurious design
• Optimal comfort
• Available in various dessins
• With option for heating and massage

48

It is with pride that Bentlon presents to you
a series of Wellness Couches. The Wellness
Couch features an exceptionally high comfort
level and luxurious upholstery and frame
finish. The Wellness Couch is not only ideal
for giving body treatments but can be just
as easily used for facial treatments. More
comfort, user-friendliness, style and countless
possibilities - get this and more with the
Wellness Couch!

The Wellness Couch Gold can be
adjusted to a very low position (60
cm) to allow easy access for clients.
The couch can then be raised electronically
to the ideal working height (up to 90 cm).
This allows both short and tall specialists to
adopt a good work posture when providing
treatments. The back and leg rests can also be
adjusted electronically. This makes it possible
for both you and your client to maintain the
most comfortable position during the entire
treatment. An electric foot control ensures
smooth and easy adjustment.The Wellness
Couch is also equipped with four small wheels
for easy handling.

Special 10 cm-thick high-quality
elastic foam filling makes the couch
extremely comfortable. The upholstery consists of seven sections, including
adjustable armrests and a patented Bentlon
head support that can be used when the
client is lying flat.

In addition to the standard
options offered by the
Wellness Couch, there are
a number of additional options that can be
selected. One such option is seat heating. This
is not only especially pleasant for clients, but
also energy saving because the temperature
in the salon can be set a few degrees lower,
creating a pleasant working climate for the
specialist. Ano-ther option is the built-in
massage system. This system features three
different programmes that vary in intensity,
and with the additional option of partial
massages. A must-have for every couch!

Arm support
As the rest of the couch, the arm support has
a 10 cm-thick filling and can be adjusted
continuously up to 14 centimetres.

www.bentlon.com
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The Bentlon design and style of
this new Wellness Couch is truly
amazingly beautiful. The casing is
constructed of solid wood and finished with
a high-quality HPL top layer. This makes it
not only beautiful to look at, but hygienic,
easy to clean and both scratch and colour
fade-resistant. The casing is also designed to
prevent any ‘views’ of the underlying frame.
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Choose your favourite style
The wooden casing is available in six different
colours, varying from white and light wood, to
medium-dark, dark and black wood. The couch
upholstery is available in white, black, Dakar
beige and grey and is made of high-quality
polyurethane imitation leather. The surface
is both easy to clean and waterrepellent. It
retains its beauty, suppleness and shape, even
when adjusted back to the starting position.
You can put together your own unique
Wellness Couch by combining your favourite
colours for the wooden casing and upholstery.
All combinations are possible!

White

Natural wood

Bamboo

Walnut

Wengé

Black

Ergonomically designed for specialists

Portable Carrying table

Wellness Couch Bronze

The new Bentlon Wellness Couch is specially
designed to offer exceptional comfort to
both you and your clients. Because the
couch is height adjustable, you have plenty
of leg space when doing facial treatments.
You can also comfortably rest your arms on
the head support when giving treatments.
This means you no longer have to bend over
and can work standing upright, promoting a
more comfortable and relaxed work posture.
When giving body treatments, the specially
designed wooden casing gives you extra foot
room, allowing you to sit closer to your client
and, once again, reducing pressure on your
back.

The massage table for ambulant work. The
new Bentlon portable carrying table only
weighs 16 kg and is easy to fold down and
out from bag to table. The table is not only
light, but also looks good. The table has a
head rest that is easy to attach.

When the massage table is used intensively,
electrical adjustment of the back support is
desirable, particularly for older or heavier
clients. The Wellness Couch Bronze massage
table has an electrical adjustment of the back
support that is continuously adjustable by
means of a hygienic foot operation.

Ref. 50106.00

Wellness couches

Ref. 60115.100

Portable carrying
table

Ref.no.
50106
		
		
Length
184 cm
Width
70 cm
height
60 - 81 cm
Weight
16 kg
Max. permitted weight
150 kg
Upholstery
Imitation
Coloured upholstery
White
Back adjustment
V
Height adjustment
Manual
Height control
Manual
Leg support adjustment
V
Breathing gap

Vibra
V
Chair heating
V
Case material
V
Wood models
V
Foldable arm support
V
Memory reclining and rising pos.
V

Ref. 60040.100.02

Wellness Couch
Bronze

Wellness Couch
Gold

60115 (230 V)
60116 with heating (230 V)
60117 (115 V)
200 cm
67 cm
70 – 130 cm
80 kg
150 kg
Imitation
37 colours

60040
60041( with heating)
60042 (with heating and vibra)
220 cm
84 cm
60 - 94 cm
150 kg
180 kg
Imitation
4 colours





Electrical
Foot switch
V

Electrical
Hand control
Electrical





V







V
V

Wood
4 wood/2 colour

V



V



For all the colors of the upholstery go to page 76

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.

www.bentlon.com
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Wellness equipment

To make your salon complete!
• Offers customers ultimate relaxation
• Professional hotstone equipment

52

Hotstone heater Silver

Basalt stones

The Bentlon Hotstone Heater Silver is a smaller
version of the Gold and has a capacity of 5.5
litres. Just like the Gold, the Silver also has
automatic temperature control and the heat
can be read off the separate thermometer.

The basalt stones have been polished by hand
so that all the stones are the same shape and
there are no pressure point differences. There
are two kinds of basalt stones. There is a set
with 36 stones and a set with 64 stones. Of
course, the stones are different in size so that
you can massage any body part required.
The stones are supplied in a luxury wooden
storage box.

Hotstone heater Gold
The hotstone massage relaxes the mind and
body. The Bentlon Hotstone Heater Gold
has a large capacity for heating the stones.
The heater has programmed temperature
settings and automatic temperature control.
The temperature can be read off the separate
thermometer.

Ref. 61025

Ref. 60625

Ref. 60630

Hotstone heater

Silver

Gold

Ref.
Length
Depth
height
Capacity
Heating-up time
Voltage
Power consumption
Thermostat

60625
32 cm
22 cm
10 cm
5,5 liter
15 Minutes

60630
50 cm
35,5 cm
32 cm
20,5 liter
15 - 20 minutes

230 V
200 W

230 V
550 W

Yes

Yes

Basalt stones

36 pcs

64 pcs

61025

61026
2
14
14
7
4
8
7
2
6

Ref.
Extra large stones
Large stones
Middle stones
Small stones
Trigger stones
Toes
Chakra stones
Oval stones (eyes)
Small oval stones white marble

: Standard

: Optional

V

8
12
16
V
V
V
V
V

V: Not available/N.A.

www.bentlon.com
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Ref. 60500

Ref. 60505

Ref. 60510

Completely in line with the developments of
the Wellness branch, Bentlon is launching
heat blankets for body packs, the Bentlon
Heat blanket. In a body treatment the pack,
depending on the kind used, should be left to
work in for about 20 minutes. During this time
the client should enjoy a luxurious sensation
from the pleasant warmth. Just covering with
a blanket or duvet is not sufficient. With the
Bentlon heat blanket you create this luxurious
heat. Moreover, the substances of the pack
are absorbed better by the skin due to the
heat. The blankets are made of waterproof
plastic. They are easy to clean and are water
tight which means that they are very hygienic
to use.

54

Heat Underblanket

Heat Overblanket

The Bentlon Heat Underblanket is an underblanket that the client lies on. It can be
attached to the treatment chair or table
and has a comfortable head cushion. The
underblanket can be set to 3 temperature
levels and has a digital timer that gives a
signal at the end of the treatment time. The
Bentlon Heat Underblanket is also highly
suitable for use as comfortable chair heating
during normal treatments.

The Bentlon Heat Overblanket is a heat
blanket that you place over the client. It
has the same temperature control and timer
as the underblanket described above. The
overblanket is ideal to replace a duvet. Your
client is nice and warm and you can set the
temperature in the salon lower which will give
you a more comfortable working climate.

Heat Coverblanket

Heatwave

The Bentlon Heat Coverblanket is an extra
large blanket the client lies on and is wrapped
in. The cover blanket has three heat zones that
can be set separately, i.e. upper body, lower
body/upper legs and lower legs. Completely
according to the type of treatment or pack
you can set the temperature of each zone
individually.

The infrared beams of the Heatwave lamp
deeply penetrate the skin. They stimulate
blood circulation and the absorption of skin
care products is intensified. The Heatwave
also has a very relaxing effect. Infrared light is
also used on a large scale to relieve pain and
to treat infections, skin damage, muscle aches
and cellulite.

(All Bentlon Heat blankets have a patented
Electro Block safety system and operate on
24V low current.)

The Heatwave support is constructed in such
a way that it can be placed under a massage
table, but it also fits around the stand of a
treatment chair. It is adjustable in height and
the lamp can also be tilted.

There are two versions of the Heatwave,
Heatwave Silver and Heatwave Gold. In the
Heatwave Silver version the infrared fitting
can be attached to the ceiling and the height
can be adjusted easily. The Heatwave Gold is
supplied on a stand.

Heatwave

Gold

Ref.no.
Light unit dimensions
IR lamp reflector dimensions
Stand Dimensions
Height
Weight
Watt
Type of light
Frequency
Treatment surface
Mobility
Timer
Automatic stop time

60495
100 x 32 cm
72,5 x 12 cm
102 x 92 cm
120 – 160 cm
28 kg
1300 W
IR
600 – 1200 nm
80 x 100 cm
4 castors
30 minutes

Heat blankets

Underblanket

Overblanket

Coverblanket

Ref.no.
Dimensions
Weight
Watt
Type
Material
Power supply
Safety
Watertight
Timer
Automatic stop time
“Time up” alert
Heat adjustment

60500
160 - 170 cm
6,5 kg
253 W
Under blanket
Plastic
24 V
Electro Block

60505
160 - 170 cm
6,8 kg
253 W
Over blanket
Plastic
24 V
Electro Block

60510
160 - 170 cm
13,5 kg
253 W
Packable over blanket
Plastic
24 V
Electro Block

























Whole blaket

Whole blaket

3 sections

: Standard

: Optional

Ref. 60495



V: Not available/N.A.
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Podiatry devices

66

Podiatry S Cabinet

70

Cryopen by Bentlon

72

Podiatry accessories
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Podo

Ref. 65814.120

...without compromising Bentlon quality!
• Functional design at entry-level pricing
• Optimal ease of use because of 2 actuators
• High working position
• Lifting capacity of 200 kg
• Innovative one touch treatment positions
• Ergonomic high quality upholstery
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The Bentlon Bronze treatment chairs
are equipped with 2 actuators
which make it possible to electrically
adjust the height and tilting function of the
chair to set it to the desired position. It is also
possible to put the chair in massage position
electrically. The back rest adjustment is easy
to operate by means of a gas compression
spring. This combination of adjustment
possibilities offers the specialist exceptional
ease of use.

The treatment position of the
Bentlon Bronze ensures a comfortable seated position for the client at
all times. Thanks to the narrow back rest, the
chair has a slender appearance, which makes
the salon or consultation space appear more
spacious. In addition, the arm supports can
fold up completely, which makes it easy for
the client to step into and out of the chair
from the side.

Clients can step into and out of the
chair easily by using the unique,
patented electric step-in and out
seat assist. This step-in and out seat assist
lowers the chair, tilts the seat forward and
rotates the leg and foot support inward.
The chair follows and supports the client’s
movement as they step in or out. The chair
also features robust construction which
significantly increases the lifting and tilting
power.

To give the Bentlon Bronze chairs a luxurious
appearance, Bentlon has selected high-quality
imitation leather with a calfskin grain and a
subtle matte-lustre finish. The upholstery
is very easy to clean and is resistant to
disinfectants. The abrasion- and tear-resistant
upholstery ensures a longer service life.

Extra-low step-in seat assist
The extra-low step-in seat assist makes it even
easier to step into and out of the chair. The
seat of the chair can be lowered to a height of
51 cm. For elderly or people who have trouble
with mobility, this provides good support—
only a little effort is required to step into and
out of the chair.

High working position
The Bentlon Beauty Bronze is characterized
by an exceptionally high working position.
The seat of the chair can in fact be raised
to a height of 85 cm, which also allows the
specialist to give a massage at this working
height. If the specialist wants to perform a
foot treatment, then that is also possible. In
that case, the working height can be as high
as a maximum of 93 cm. This allows the
specialist to comfortably work on the client’s
feet while standing.

Foot switch
It is also possible to operate the Bentlon
Beauty Bronze using a foot switch. This makes
it easy to change position during the treatment, while main-taining hygienic working
conditions.

www.bentlon.com
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Podo Rotate

Ref. 65880.123.00

180˚ rotatable podiatry chair
• User-friendly because of its ability to rotate
- Ideal when getting in or out of the chair
- For maximal use of practice space
• Electrical height, tilting and back adjustment using a foot control
• Working height of max 130 cm
• High quality upholstery for excellent seating comfort
• Ergonomically shaped foot rests
- Foldable foot rests
- Independently adjustable
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The Bentlon Podo Gold Rotate is the ideal
solution for smaller practices. Being able to
rotate this professional podiatry chair makes
it the perfect match for podiatrists looking to
maximally use practice space whilst customers
can still easily get in and out of the chair. The
combination of foldable arm rests and the
option to rotate allow patients to get in the
chair without too much effort.

Additionally, much attention is paid
to the ease of use for the podiatrist.
By using a foot control height-, back
and tilting position can be adjusted, reaching
a maximum working height of 140 cm. The
chair can easily be rotated to the left or right
using the lever below the seat.

In terms of ergonomics the Bentlon
Podo Gold Rotate meets the highest
quality standards. The chair is
covered with luxurious leather upholstery
available in 37 colors and contains a special
foam for optimal seating comfort, up until
the foot rests. The footrests moreover, are
foldable which is very practical when using a
foot bath. The footrests can also be adjusted
independently from each other.

Ref. 65880.123.00

www.bentlon.com
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Podo

Ref. 65864.120.02

Reaching revolutionary heights!
• Revolutionary working height of 153 cm
• Optimal ease of use because of 3 or 4 actuators
• Patented Step Out - Assist
• Home position and memory position
• Lifiting capacity of 200-225 kg
• Ergonomic upholstery available in 37 colors!
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The Bentlon Podo Platinum is the most
advanced treatment chair in its class! This
pedicure chair combines all of the aspects
needed by a professional pedicurist to be
able to work efficiently and comfortably. Very
high working height, stability, ease of use and
extremely high quality!

Working height
Probably the most important item in
a professional pedicure practice is the
treatment chair. Since everything revolves
around the treatment of the feet, it is an
absolute must to have the client’s feet at the
ideal height, for the client to sit comfortably
while the pedicurist can assume an ergonomic
working posture. The Bentlon Podo Platinum
treatment chair fulfills this requirement and
offers a working height of up to 144 cm.

Additional working height can be reached
with the models equipped with an extendable
frame. With this innovative solution a working
height of up to even 153 cm is possible! That
makes this treatment chair 25% higher than
its predecessor!
Optimal ease of use for the pedicurist has been the most important
starting point in the development
process. Therefore this treat-ment chair
is equipped with a minimum of 3 motors
providing electric adjustments for the height,
back and seating angle of the chair. Using
a foot control, the treatment chair can be
adjusted from the home position to the
desired treatment position and then, with
just one press of the pedal, back again to the
home position.

Furthermore, the foot control has an extra
function for setting a memorized, preferred
treatment position, which then can be
initiated with just one press of the pedal.
This way it is for example possible to automatically set the chair to the Trendelenburg
position. Software settings ensure that the
chair can never be placed into unwanted
positions.

The Bentlon Podo Platinum is
equipped with a patented stepin and step-out seat assist that
supports the client while stepping in or out
of the chair. This seat assist raises the chair
and tilts the seat cushion forward. The chair
follows and supports the client’s movement
as they step in or out. This step-in and out
seat assist can also be activated with the foot
control.
The Bentlon Podo Platinum offers
optimal comfort because its upholstery is ergonomically contoured
according to the body shape which provides
the client with a very comfortable seated
position throughout the entire treatment. The
upholstery is made of high-quality imitation
leather with a calfskin grain resulting in a
very classy, luxurious look. Moreover, the
Bentlon Podo Platinum can be customized
to everyone’s desire as it is available in 37
different colours upholstery and 2 colour
choices for the foot frame.

Stability
The Podo Platinum is the most stable treatment chair ever made and can lift weights
of up to 210 - 225 kg. This enormous load
bearing capacity means that the chair is
suitable for a wide range of clients. The frame
can also be anchored to the floor or can be
fitted with wheels making the chair portable.
Ref. 65860.124.02

www.bentlon.com
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Lower Arm Support

Together with the Delft University
of Technology, Bentlon has made
an important invention with a
worldwide patent: the Lower Arm Support.
This is an ergonomic support with bin for
podiatrists and represents a breakthrough
in the podiatry industry. The work of the
podiatrist requires a high level of precision,
concentration and long periods of muscle
contraction. During the treatment a certain
posture is adopted or the load on the body is
on one side. Often podiatrists sit with a bent
posture or in a slightly twisted position to
obtain a good view when working and their
arms are continuously raised while working.
This is very tiring and wearing for the body.
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Support

Hygienic

The Lower Arm Support supports the lower
arm so that the weight of the upper arm,
lower arm and hand does not have to be
supported wholly by the muscles in the back
and shoulders. Because of this support the
treatment chair that the patient sits on can
be set higher; this means that the podiatrist
can see the foot better and is able to adopt
a more upright position of the lower back
and the neck. This means a considerable
improvement in the work posture and is much
less tiring for the shoulders and arms.

The Lower Arm Support also has a removable
bin that is easy to remove and put back
and is easy to clean due to its funnel shape.
The support bracket and the bin have been
developed so that there is enough space
around the foot to work on it. The Lower Arm
Support is suitable for left-handed and righthanded podiatrists.

Ref. 65814

Ref. 65880

Ref. 65864

Podo chairs
Bronze
Gold Rotate
Platinum
				

Platinum
extendable bridge

Ref.no. with hand control
Ref.no. with foot control
Ref.no. 1 leg support
Number of actuators
Length
Chair width
Sitting width
Height
Chair weight
Max. permitted weight
Max. working height
Watt
Upholstery
Coloured upholstery
Case colour white/grey
Extendable head support
Tilting head support
Head support depth adjustment
Extendable leg support
Fold-away arm supports
Fold-away leg supports
Lying and exit position
Memory reclining and rising pos.
Rotatable
Height adjustment
Tilt adjustment
Back adjustment
Leg support adjustment

65814
65817

V

V

V

65880

V

V

2
170 cm
75 cm
55 cm
51–83 cm
53 kg
200 kg
93 cm
96 W
Imitation leather
3 colours

3
178-200
80 cm
61 cm
52-107
74 kg
200 kg
130 cm
96 W
Imitation leather
37 colours

65860
65862
3
197-199 cm
78 cm
53 cm
53–106 cm
65 kg
225 kg
136 cm
85 W
Imitation leather
37 colours

65864
65866
4
197-199 cm
78 cm
53 cm
53–115 cm
78kg
210 kg
145 cm
85 W
Imitation leather
37 colours











V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
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185

185

185

V









V





V

V





V



V

V

Electrical
Electrical
Gasdrukveer
Pull-override
Gas compression spring

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Pull-override
Gas compression spring

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Pull-override
Gas compression spring

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Pull-override
Gas compression spring

For all the colors of the upholstery go to page 76

Accessories

Ref.

			
Chair covering towelling
61849
Protective set head/arm/foot
61859
Lower Arm Support narrow
66068/61854
Lower Arm Support wide
66069/61088/61853
Support roll round
61090
Support roll semi-circular
61091
Leg support cushion
66067
Castors
61099
Upholstered cushions
66066
Massage head support
61083
Cover massage head support
61022
Chair cover
65860/65864
Chair cover
65862/65866/61860/61862

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.

Ref. 61088

Ref. 61853

Ref. 66068

Ref. 61854

www.bentlon.com
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Podiatry devices

Experience a powerful motor and a
lightweight hand piece!
• Innovative models for suction or spray technique
• Powerful motors of up to 40.000 RPM
• Light weight hand pieces that prevent fatigue
• Awarded the Dutch award for Good Industrial Design

66

Bentlon launched a new line of podiatry
devices, designed specifically to meet the
needs and requirements of professional pedicurists and podiatrists. The line comprises 7
spray and 2 suction models, each of which is
fitted with an ergonomic, lightweight hand
piece and designed with hygiene and quality
as the starting point. The new design of the
podiatry devices will be a real eye-catcher in
your practice!

Proven suction technology

Lightweight hand pieces

The suction-powered podiatry devices are
fitted with very powerful motors that have
a maximum suction power of 190 litres per
minute and have the same range as the spray
models. The speed can be varied with 14 or
19 settings and the dust bag doesn’t need to
be replaced after every use. When required,
an indicator is shown via an automatic timer
on the LED display.

Every podiatry device is fitted with a professional hand piece from the Smart or Perfect
series, both of which have unique properties.
All of the hand pieces are remarkably light
and therefore prevent fatigue and strain.

Spray Smart B

The hand pieces from the Smart series are
a single unit with an integrated spray or
vacuum bit head with micro-motor. The
Smart hand pieces for the vacuum models are
fitted with ‘soft touch pads’ for an optimum
and comfortable ergonomics. Vibrations are
absorbed by the innovative way in which the
micro-motor has been integrated into the
hand piece. A knob on the models with a
Smart series hand piece can be used to adjust
the quantity of spray or suction power and
touch keys can be used to adjust the RPM.

Innovative spray technology

These ultra-light hand pieces have been
designed with hygiene, sterilisation options,
ergonomics and user-friendliness in mind
and the result are hand pieces that maximise
comfort and are easy to use.

The podiatry devices with spray technology
are silent motors with a powerful range of
between 5,000 and 30,000-40,000 RPM.
Up to 14 or 19 speed settings can be chosen
within this range, depending on the type of
machine, and the unique spray technology
ensures that both the skin surface and the bit
stay cool and that a fine mist is sprayed. All of
the models have a large, transparent 245ml
reservoir which makes it very easy to keep an
eye on the level of disinfectant spray.

Ref. 65150

Spray Smart
Ref. 65155

Spray Smart BL
Ref. 65160

Spray Perfect /L
Ref. 65170

Spray Perfect BL
Ref. 65195

The hand pieces from the Perfect series comprise a separable spray bit head and micromotor, making it possible to clean the bit head
separately and sterilise it in an autoclave. It
is also enables to fit a Bentlon Contra Angle
or Bentlon Omnicut onto the hand piece, so
that the hand piece can be used for multiple
purposes. These hand pieces are made of
titanium, making the surface very scratchresistant and comfortable to hold. Both the
RPM and the quantity of spray can be set
using the touch key panel.

Vacuüm Smart B
Ref. 65100

Vacuüm Smart B

Both the Smart and Perfect series include
hand pieces with LEDs, which provide extra
lighting at the treatment site and give the
pedicurist or podiatrist a better view of the
cause being treated.

Ref. 65105
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Ref. 65195

Ref. 65105

Ease of use

Exclusive appearance

In addition to the compact design, ultra-light
weight of the hand pieces, ease of cleaning
and different options for every model, the
podiatry devices with a touch key panel
offer the option to configure three preferred
spray/vacuum settings and three preferred
speeds. This enables the pedicurist or
podiatrist to configure the programmes to
his/her personal method of working and is
a very practical functionality for starting the
treatment quickly. All of the models also have
a handle that practically retracts into the
machine when not folded out and is an ideal
extra for ambulant work. The models that
are fitted with a brushless motor also require
minimum maintenance.

In addition to the basic functionality, the
sophisticated models have extra features
such as LEDs in the machine, which give it
a very exclusive look and contribute to the
professional appearance of the podiatry
device.
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Accessories
Extra accessories are available for every
model. All of the models can be supplied with
a foot pedal, bits and panaspray.

Dutch design
Bentlon designs all of its products according to
the latest technologies and combines modern
design with high quality and reliability. The
new podiatry devices are fitted with high-tech
motors and are wonderful trendy eye-catchers,
thanks to their clean, modern design and
high-gloss finish.

And the digital display, touch key panel and
LEDs give the machine an extra touch of
prestige.

Quality and service
The new podiatry devices meet all of Bentlon’s
high quality requirements. They are fire-proof
and fitted with high-quality motors that have
a very long service life. Bentlon has been a
professional manufacturer of pedicure and
beauty care equipment for almost 40 years
and as such is market leader within its sector.
Bentlon stands for high quality and provides
a full two years’ warranty on its products, and
even five years on manufacturing defects.
Moreover, it is possible to take out a service
contract on the pedicure machines, in order
to guarantee the life service of your product
for even longer.

equipment

Smart B

Smart

Smart BL

Perfect

Perfect

Perfect L

Perfect BL

Ref.no.
Voltage

65150
autorange

65155
autorange

65160
autorange

65170
autorange

65180
autorange

65190
autorange

65195
autorange

Hand piece
Weight hand piece
Brushless motor
Power
LED
Speed
Speed settings
Dimensions (WxDxH) cm
Weight
Display
Spray reservoir (ml)
Reservoir
Operated by
Spray settings
Memory spray
Memory speed
Noise (db)
Carry handle
Footcontrol option
LED Bentlon logo

Smart B
112 gr
Yes
120W
No
30.000 rpm
14
30,2x22,5x17
3,4kg
LCD Blue
245 ml
Removable
Turnable knob
Variable
n/a
3
50dB
Yes
Yes
No

Smart
105 gr
No
120w
No
40.000 rpm
19
30,2x22,5x17
3,4kg
LCD Blue
245 ml
Removable
Turnable knob
Variable
n/a
3
50dB
Yes
Yes
No

Smart BL
98 gr
Yes
120W
Yes
40.000 rpm
19
30,2x22,5x17
3,4kg
LCD Blue
245 ml
Removable
Turnable knob
Variable
n/a
3
50dB
Yes
Yes
No

Perfect
148 gr
No
120W
No
40.000 rpm
19
30,2x22,5x17
3,4kg
LCD Blue
245 ml
Removable
Turnable knob
Variable
n/a
3
58dB
Yes
Yes
No

Perfect
148 gr
No
120W
No
40.000 rpm
19
30,2x22,5x17
3,4kg
LCD Blue
245 ml
Removable
Touch control
10
3
3
58dB
Yes
Yes
Yes

Perfect L
151 gr
No
120W
Yes
40.000 rpm
19
30,2x22,5x17
3,4kg
LCD Blue
245 ml
Removable
Touch control
10
3
3
58dB
Yes
Yes
Yes

Perfect BL
129 gr
Yes
120W
Yes
40.000 rpm
19
30,2x22,5x17
3,4kg
LCD Blue
245 ml
Removable
Touch control
10
3
3
58dB
Yes
Yes
Yes

Vacuüm
equipment

Bronze
Smart B

Bronze Silent
Smart B

Silver
Smart B

Silver Silent
Smart B

Accessories

Ref.

Ref.no.
Voltage

65100
230V *

65110
115-230V

65105
230V

65112
115-230V

Hand piece
Weight hand piece
Brushless motor
Power
LED
Speed
Speed settings
Dimensions (WxDxH) cm
Weight
Display
Reservoir
Reservoir
Operated by
Max. suction power
Memory vacuum
Memory motor
Noise (db)
Carry handle
Footcontrol option
LED Bentlon logo
* Ref.no. 115V

Smart B
Smart B
112 gr
112 gr
Yes
Yes
230W
90W
No
No
30.000rpm
30.000rpm
14
14
30,2x22,5x17
30,2x22,5x17
3,4kg
3,2kg
LCD Blue
LCD Blue
Dust bag
Dust bag
Removable
Removable
Touch control
Touch control
190 ltr/min
200 ltr/min
3
3
3
3
65dB
48dB
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
65102		

Smart B
110 gr
Yes
230W
No
40.000rpm
19
302x225x170
3,4kg
LCD Blue
Dust bag
Removable
Touchcontrol
190 ltr/min
3
3
65dB
Yes
Yes
No
65107

Smart B
110 gr
Yes
90W
No
40.000rpm
19
302x225x170
3,2kg
LCD Blue
Dust bag
Removable
Touchcontrol
200 ltr/min
3
3
48dB
Yes
Yes
Yes

Foot switch with cable
PanaSpray (oil for hand piece)
Dustbag for vacuum models
Wireless foot switch
Contra Angle
Contra Angle with light
Omnicut (to remove chapped skin)
Blades for Omnicut

60856
66070
66078
66065
66075
66076
66060
66061

Ref. 66060

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.
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Podo S Cabinet

The ultimate working station for
larger practices
• Completely adjustable to your wishes
• Various dessins
• Choice between different hand pieces
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Podo S Gold Cabinet

Bentlon Podo S Platinum Cabinet

The Podo S Gold Cabinet has two spacious
storage drawers and a drawer with UVC
lighting to keep instruments sterile. A
magnifying lamp holder can be positioned
on the worktop in four different places. The
motorised arm and motor unit itself can be
rotated so that they can be moved to the
most convenient working position. After
use, the arm can be folded back under the
worktop. The Podo S Gold Cabinet Base ranks
among the best equipment available in the
professional pedicure industry.

The Bentlon Podo S Platinum is the ultimate
work station for larger pedicure practices,
offering numerous possibilities. It is not a standard pedicure unit, but is built according to
your specific requirements. If desired, the
Podo S Platinum can be fitted with the
Pododent 1 or Pododent 2 hand attachment
with or without light. The filing head of the
Pododent 2 hand attachment is removable.
The hand attachment can then be converted
into a contra-angle with a speed of 200,000
revs using a special accessory, or into an
electrical hard skin file using the Omnicut
attachment. The Podo S Platinum can also
be fitted with an air-driven turbine hand
attachment with a speed of 430,000 rpm,

Podo equipment Cabinet
Options (available in 7 colours)

Ref.

Bentlon Gold Cabinet
Bentlon Gold Cabinet + UV drawer
Bentlon Gold Cabinet with arm + tableau
Bentlon Gold Cabinet met arm + tableau + UV lade
Bentlon Platinum Cabinet M + S
Bentlon Platinum Cabinet M + S + UV drawer
Bentlon Platinum Cabinet M + S + Turbine
Bentlon Platinum Cabinet M + S + Turbine + UV drawer
Bentlon Platinum Cabinet M + S + vacuum
Bentlon Platinum Cabinet M + S + vacuum + UV drawer
Bentlon Platinum Cabinet M + S + vacuum + Turbine
Bentlon Platinum Cabinet M + S + vacuum + Turbine + UV drawer

65625
65626
65627
65628
65631
65636
65632
65637
65633
65638
65634
65639

with or without light as required. The unit
comes with a separate spray/compressed air
hand attachment as a standard accessory.
Extraction is also available as an option. The
Podo S Platinum can be integrated into a
luxurious mobile cabinet.

Compressors
The Podo S Platinum must be equipped
with a compressor in order to use the spray
function the hand attachments and the spray
and compressed air functions on the syringe.
If you choose to have the Podo S Platinum
integrated into a cabinet, it will be fitted with
a built-in silent compressor.

Choose your handpiece/motor (only on Platinum Cabinet)		
Pododent 1 motor
65710
Pododent 2 motor without light
65711
Choice of turbine (only on Platinum Cabinet)			
Turbine motor Light (400.000 rpm) Bentlon podo Platinum
65722
Compressors (included in Platinum Cabinet as standard)		
Air
32 l/min
Pressure
8 bar
Noise level
69 dB

Accessoires

Ref.

Bentlon Podo Omnicut (only suitable for Podent 2 hand attachments)
Bentlon Podo Omnicut blades
Draadloze foot control for Podo Gold + Platinum
Contra-angle (only suitable for Podent 2 hand attachments)
Contra-angle met licht (only suitable for Podent 2L hand attachments)
Aluminium tray aanodised
Aluminium instrument rack
Plastic disposable tray
Panaspray

66060
66061
66065
66075
66076
66071
66072
66073
66070

Ref. 65625.06

White

: Standard

: Optional

V: Not available/N.A.

Natural wood

Bamboo

Walnut

Wengé

Black
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Cryopen by Bentlon

Ref. 65300

Removes warts quickly,
effective and virtually painless!
• Quick procedure: Only 1 – 2 minutes!
• Sterile procedure: No cutting, no bleeding, no infection risk
• Cold temperature reduces skin sensibility almost completely
• Painless treatment
• No unwanted side effects for the patient
• Safe in use, no scars
• Excellent results
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Removing foot warts is very precise, effective
and almost painless with the CryoPen by
Bentlon. The very fine beam of liquid gas
of the CryoPen by Bentlon ensures that the
treatment can be carried out precisely by
millimeter leaving the healthy skin around
the wart untouched. Cryotherapy is already
a popular technology used by many doctors,
dermatologists and pedicurist.

Cryotherapy
Cryotherapy is the latest technology in the
treatment of warts. Because of controlled
freezing warts can be removed in a very quick
procedure of only 1-2 minutes.

Cryotherapy has many benefits compared to
traditional treatments. First of all, a treatment
with the Cryopen is so precise that healthy
skin tissue around the wart remains intact.
It also rules out blistering. Moreover, skin
sensitivity is minimalized because of the
cold temperature which makes the treatment
almost completely painless. Because of the
constant temperature of -89°C and the
pressure of the CryoPen treatments can be
executed very precisely and effectively.
The procedure using the CryoPen by Bentlon
is also very sterile because no cutting is
needed, which excludes bleeding and reduces
the infection risk. Additionally, cryotherapy
has no side effects, is very safe and leaves no
scars.

Two versions

The CryoPen by Bentlon M has 2 microapplicators for treatments of 2-5 mm and
4-8 mm, targeting the most frequent size of
warts. With the 8 grams gas cartridge filled
with nitrogen oxide it is possible to treat more
clients.
The CryoPen by Bentlon X offers optimal
flexibility because of the 4 different microapplicators to choose from, variying from
1-3 mm, 2-5 mm, 4-8 mm to 7-15 mm.
this enables you to choose the exact right
applicator for each wart. Also, you will have
the choice between 2 gas cartridges of either
8 or 16 grams nitrogen oxide. Depending
on the number of clients you can choose
the most economical cartridge to work with.
Apart from standard cleaning, the CryoPen by
Bentlon does not require extra maintainance.

The CryoPen by Bentlon is available in
2 versions:
• CryoPen by Bentlon M
• CryoPen by Bentlon X

Podo
equipment

CryoPen by Bentlon M

65300
Nitic oxide
1 mm per 5 sec.
- 89°C
8 gram (100-120 sec.)
		
Applicators
White: 2-5 mm
Green: 4-8 mm
		
		
Accessoires
Cartridge 8 gram (24 stuks)
Applicators
Ref.no.
Vloeistof
Freezing power
Temperature
Cartridge

		

: Standard

: Optional

CryoPen by Bentlon X
65310
Nitic oxide
1 mm per 5 sec.
- 89°C
8 gram (100-120 sec.)
16 gram (220-240 sec.)
Blue: 1-3 mm
White: 2-5 mm
Green: 4-8 mm
Yellow: 7-15 mm
Cartridge 8 gram (24 stuks)
Cartridge 16 gram (6 stuks)
Applicators

V: Not available/N.A.
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Podiatry accessories

1. Bentlon Cabinet

3. Wireless Foot Control Gold

5. Contra-angle

The Cabinet is a highly stable mobile pedicure
cabinet for equipment and accessories. It has
a separate shelf on the side for (pedicure)
equipment and the top section offers plenty
of space for all the accessories and equipment
you need. It has three very spacious drawers.
The Cabinet is also available without a
separate shelf on the side.

You can order this wireless foot control with
the three Bentlon Podo S Gold pedicure
units. You can switch the unit, the motor and
the spray on and off with it and reverse the
direction of the motor.

This attachment with built-in light source is
only available for the Pododent 2 and 2L
hand attachments. You can increase its speed
up to 200,000 revs/min by a right-angled
transfer.

4. Omnicut hard skin file

6. Pana Spray

This attachment is only available for the
Pododent 2 and 2L hand attachments and
is used to file away the hard skin. It saves
about 15 minutes per client as compared with
cutting hard skin away with a knife.

Pedicure motors with removable attachments
must be lubricated after every 12-15
treatments. Pana Spray is the tried-and-tested
means for this worldwide. A connecting piece
is supplied with Bentlon’s detachable motors
so that the spray nozzle of the spray can fits
perfectly.

2. Foot control with cable
There is a connection for this easy-to-use foot
switch on all Bentlon pedicure units, except
the Gold series. You can use it to operate the
start and stop function.
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7. Leg cushion

10. Plastic disposable tray

Chair covers

A soft cushion for a comfortable support of
the lower leg.

Instrument tray with pre-shaped rack and
division that can be disposed of after use.

Towelling chair covers for Bentlon Silver and
Platinum models.

8. Aluminium tray

11. Massage head support

Protective sets

Aluminium tray for instruments. Fits on the
top of the Bentlon Podo S Platinum unit.

A special massage head support is ideal when
giving massages while the client is lying on
the stomach. Because of the round shape and
hole in the middle, the client is comfortable
in the lying position and can breathe without
any obstruction. Available in the same colours
as the chair cover.

Loose set of covers for head support, arm
supports and leg support on the Bentlon
Silver and Platinum models.

4. Ref. 66060

8. Ref. 66071

1. Ref. 65625

5. Ref. 66075

9. Ref. 66072

2. Ref. 60856

6. Ref. 66070

10. Ref. 66073

3. Ref. 66065

7. Ref. 66067

11. Ref. 61083.100 t/m 137

9. Aluminium instrument shelf
Shelf for the aluminium tray to keep the
instruments in place.

www.bentlon.com
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Website

Customerportal

www.bentlon.com

All Bentlon customers can access the Dancohr
dealer portal, where you will find everything
you need to know about Dancohr products.
View your order, look over contracts, update
your customer loyalty card or even post
requests/questions and request manuals for
our products through the dealer portal.

In addition to the Bentlon image brochure, a
Bentlon website has also been developed. The
website contains descriptions of every product
by category, accompanied by beautiful
ambiance photographs.

Shared documents
But the dealer portal has much more to offer.
You also have the possibility to download a
variety of documents, from photographs and
texts to logos, all of which provide you with
active support in selling our products in your
salon. You can even use these documents
to design your own flyers, special offer campaigns and more.

News
Finally, the dealer portal also contains a news
section, where you will find information on
the latest developments regarding the various
Dancohr brands, including Bentlon.
Registration is not automatic. Go to www.
dancohr.com to register for the dealer portal.
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Specifications & prices
The advantage of the Bentlon website is that
it also contains specifications and prices for
every product, convenient when looking for
additional details on products or if you do not
have the price list on hand.

News
When new products are launched on the
market, they are always highlighted in the
news section of the website. This section contains not only product introductions, but also
other bits of news on Bentlon and Dancohr.

References
If you would like to experience Bentlon for
yourself, you are welcome to visit the Dancohr
Corporation in Weert or the Dancohr stand at
the trade show! You can also look under the
‘References’ section on the Bentlon website,
where you will find one or more Bentlon
Specials for every province. This provides you
with an overall picture of Bentlon in action!

* .100/.120/.124 are standard. Other colours are on fee basis (see price list)

Color swatches upholstery
.100 White*
.101 Sand
.102 Pistachio
.103 Mint
.104 Aqua
.105 Lemon
.106 Yellow
.107 Saffron
.108 Orange
.109 Topaz
.110 Agave
.111 Smaragd
.112 Mais
.113 Apricot
.114 Mango
.115 Terra
.116 Fire
.117 Cherry
.118 Pearl
.119 Silver
.120 Chrome*
.121 Stone
.122 Dolphin
.123 Laguna
.124 Jeans*
.125 Dark blue
.126 Bordeaux
.127 Ocean blue
.129 Bright pink
.130 Bright purple
.131 Dark purple
.132 Royal blue
.133 Chocolate
.134 Dark grey
.135 Black
.136 Beige
.137 Creme

Want to know more about a specific
treatment? Or how to clean a device
properly? Or would you like to post
a short video of a treatment on your website?
YouTube has it all! The You-Tube website
contains instruction videos on various Bentlon
treatments, techniques and cleaning methods.
You can view them online or download them
free.
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Notes
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